The sensitive and efficient detection of quadriceps muscle thickness changes in cross-sectional plane using ultrasonography: a feasibility investigation.
As a direct determinant parameter to quantify muscle activity, the muscle thickness (MT) has been investigated in many aspects and for various purposes. Ultrasonography (US) is a promising modality to detect muscle morphological changes during contractions since it is portable, noninvasive, and real time. However, there are few reports on sensitive and efficient estimation of changes of MT in a cross-sectional plane. In this feasibility investigation, we proposed a coarse-to-fine method based on a compressive-tracking algorithm for estimation of MT changes during an example task of isometric knee extension using ultrasound images. The sensitivity and efficiency are evaluated with 1920 US images from quadriceps muscle (QM) in eight subjects. The detection results were compared with those obtained from both traditional manual measurement and the well known normalized cross-correlation method, and the effect of the size of tracking window on detection performance was evaluated as well. It is demonstrated that the proposed method agrees well with the manual measurement. Meanwhile, it is not only sensitive to relatively small changes of MT but also computationally efficient.